Odisha Day Celebrated by G H Raisoni College of Engineering Nagpur students under Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat Program of AICTE

As a part of Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat Campaign run by AICTE, National Service Scheme unit of G H Raisoni College of Engineering, Nagpur celebrated Odisha Day on 1st May 2020 (Friday). Odisha Day is celebrated on 1st of April every year in India. Under this event the Odisha Anthem sing by the people of Odisha and various activities conducts. Due to pandemic situation this program was taken on 1st of May 2020 by GHRCE students. This activity was conducted by Prof. Mangesh Bhorkar, NSS Program officer through online Zoom app. In this program total 37 faculty and students of G H Raisoni College of Engineering Nagpur & faculty and students from paired institute C V Raman College of Engineering, Bhubaneswar, Odisha State were present. At the start of program, Prof. Mangesh Bhorkar given the preamble. He also stated some key facts of Odisha state and requested students to start the activity. Ms. Anisha Khairkar started the activity and asked Mr. Aman Agrawal to talk on dance forms of Odisha. He given information of dance forms like Odissi, Chhau, Gotipua, Danda Nata, Sambapuri, Dalkhai, Chaitighoda, and Medha Nacha. Then Ms. Dolly Taiwade spoken on tourism places in Odisha. She spoken on the beauty of Tourist places. Then Ms. Anisha Khairkae talked on Culture of Odisha state. She spoke on history of Odisha, political views, Hanuman Vatika, Red Crab, Hirakund Dam, Jagannath Puri, Konark Temple. She explaine each and every aspect of Odisha state and elaborated beauty of state. The program of conducted by of Prof. Mangesh Bhorkar, NSS Program Officer and EBSB coordinator GHRCE & Ms. Soumya Mishra, EBSB Coordinator, CVRGU under the guidance of Dr. Sachin Untawale, Director & Dr. S. S. Dorle, Registrar GHRCE Nagpur.